“Why Stem Cells” Claims*THIS DOCUMENT IS TO BE USED AS A REFERENCE GUIDE. The “why” it is
significant and “how” it should be used is outlined for each claim. Citations are available as footnotes.
Regenerative Medicine
1

1) 1 million patients have already used stem cells in treatment and another million see value in
2
current and future treatments by choosing to save their newborn’s stem cells for familyuse
 Why: Displays use and interest of hematopoietic stem cells, from all stem cell sources
(bone marrow, peripheral blood and cord blood) on a larger scale
 How: Use to introduce current medical treatments and to preface what stem cells do
2) Regenerative medicine is a new approach to treatment. It’s all about establishing normal function
in the body through exciting areas such as tissue engineering and cell-based therapies, which
3
stem cells play a vital role in .
 Why: Highlights stem cell uses from all sources in regenerative medicine and the new
potential uses as they fall under the field of regenerative medicine
 How: Use to define what regenerative medicine is and as a transition to introduce the
topic
3) The US Department of Health and Human Services has identified the value of this new approach
and statesthat “regenerative medicine is a rapidly growing field of biomedicine that will
4
revolutionize health care treatment.”
 Why: Third party reference further validates the potential thatthe field of regenerative
medicine holds
 How: Use to build case that regenerative medicine has the potential to fill a currently
unmet medical need
4) It’s estimated that 1 in 3 people in the US may benefit from a regenerative therapy in their
5
lifetime.
 Why: Indicates potential for regenerative medicine to play an important role in healthcare
in the US
 How: Use when reviewing regenerative medicine. Estimate includes all potential
regenerative medicine based therapies and may not be limited to stem cell applications.
Use quote as is, “stem cells” are not part of the quote.
5) More than 17,000 patients have enrolled in regenerative medicine clinical trials worldwide.
6
 Why: Shows emerging applications in regenerative medicine.
 How: Use to provide support to the idea that regenerative medicine is here and not some
far off theoretical approach to medicine
6) In the US alone regenerative medicine treatments could save $250 billion a year in terms of the
direct costs associated just with late-stage Parkinson's disease, new cases of spinal-cord injury,
7
heart failure, stroke, and insulin-dependent diabetes.
 Why: Indicates potential savings in direct patient health care costs associated with the
development of treatments in the indicated conditions (all of which are prevalent and
chronic conditions)
 How: Use to show potential monetary value of regenerative medicine based approaches
7) In the US, clinical trials are underway using newborn stem cells as potential treatments for
autism, which affects 1 in 88 children, cerebral palsy, which affects 1 in 303 children, and
traumatic brain injuries which in children alone result in almost half a million emergency
8
department visits annually.
 Why:Provides statistics associated with conditionsin which cord blood is being evaluated
as a potential therapeutic option.



How: Use for the ongoing story of what was happening with stem cells 5 years ago,
what’s happening today, and what we anticipate will happen 5 years from now
8) More than 60,000 hematopoietic stem cell transplants take place worldwide annually with
9
increasing frequency.
 Why: Builds case for historical clinical data with stem cells (all sources, including bone
marrow, peripheral blood and cord blood) in transplant medicine.
 How: Shows the number of stem cell treatments is increasing due to modifications in
treatment protocols. Stem cell science continues to develop. Please note this is specific
to transplant medicine, NOT regenerative medicine. Use appropriately.
Newborn Stem Cells
9) There have been over 40 years of patient treatments in transplant medicine using these stem
cells from bone marrow and over 20 years of patient treatments using these stem cells from cord
blood.
 Why: Provides historical perspective of stem cell transplants
 How: Used after defining what stem cells are and as transition into newborn stem cells
10) More than 30,000 cord blood stem cell transplants have been performed worldwide in the
treatment of more than 80 diseases, including various cancers, blood, immune, and metabolic
10
disorders.
 Why: Provides number of cord blood hematopoietic stem cell transplants performed
worldwide to date
 How: Discuss cord blood as preferred stem cell source for transplant medicine in
pediatric setting
11) There are currently more than 200 clinical trials using cord blood to advance treatment options in
11
transplant medicine and emerging applications in regenerative medicine.
 Why: Amount of interest in optimizing cord blood stem cell applications in transplant
medicine and evaluating their use in regenerative medicine is high
 How: Can be used after explaining current transplant medicine treatments and clinical
trials in regenerative medicine and explain that science advances daily. Most of the 200
clinical trials are in transplant medicine with a smaller proportion of the clinical trials
evaluating cord blood in regenerative medicine applications.
12) Co-founder and director of the largest public cord blood facility, Dr. Rubenstein, says that
“umbilical cord blood is even more useful than bone marrow in transplant medicine, because its
stem cells are 'more tolerant.’” Cord blood stem cells also survive fewer bacterial and viral
12
assaults, and are less likely to counterattack with graft-versus-host disease.
 Why: Shows cord blood as having advantages over other sources of stem cells in
transplant medicine
 How: Use to support younger is better
13) While we are aware that certain religions do not support embryonic stem cell medicine, we are
not aware of any religions taking issue with cord blood stem cell medicine and, in fact, the
13
Catholic church has made public statements favoring stem cells derived from cord blood.
 Why: Shows difference between embryonic and newborn stem cells and the Catholic
church openly supports cord blood stem cell use


Public Option

How: Use when discussing embryonic misconceptions or religion

14) The Institute of Medicine recommends that all expecting families be provided with a balanced
14
perspective on all cord blood options. 27 states, representing roughly 80% of US births, have
15
enacted legislation promoting education for expecting parents.
 Why: Third party support for the value ofcord blood stem cells in transplant medicine.
 How: Use to introduce public donation and explain CBR provides accurate information
about options
15) According to an article published in the Journal of Assisted Reproduction and Genetics, only 25%
of all donated samples meet the criteria for acceptance, such as hospital location, recent
piercings/tattoos, maternal health history, a 60-day advance notice with the processing facility,
16
and unit criteria determined by the individual public banks
 Why: Provides clear information on public donations, with factors that influence whether a
unit is stored or discarded by a public bank.
 How: Use to present some of the limitations of public donation after highlighting public
donation is a good thing; overcome the misconception that families have guaranteed
access to cord blood that is donated to a public bank.
Newborn Possibilities Program
16) To date, the Newborn Possibilities Program has processed and saved the cord blood stem cells
17
of nearly 5,000 children. CBR has genetic counselors available to discuss your family’s medical
history and to answer questions about how newborn stem cells might be applicable to your family.
We are also actively training physicians around the country to help identify babies and family
members who may qualify for this program.
 Why: Newborn Possibilities Program serves as a catalyst for driving newborn stem cell
applications; shows the size of the program; introduces ongoing and increased presence
of genetic counselorsas a resource for CBR clients.
 How: Use after introducing program to position CBR as leader in advancing treatment
options
Family Storage
17) Over 1 million children have their own cord blood stem cells stored with a family storage facility
18
and almost half of them are stored with CBR.
 Why: Shows the number of people that see the value of storing newborn stem cells
 How: Use to introduce family storage option & transition into “Why CBR”
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